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Classical Chinese Medicine, The Roots of the Future-Quantum Frequency Energy Healing .
There is a growing interest in complementary medicine. Chinese medicine is the most important
because it constitutes authentic wisdom, practical knowledge developed over many centuries
and rigorous, empirically supported testing and science. Only the body can heal itself, no
outside force can do that. Chinese medicine uses the body's own vital energy to do just that, by "
setting the stage" so that the body can heal itself by balancing the body, mind and spirit. Dr Alan
R Gingrich is a China scholar and long time clinician and teacher of Chinese healing arts and
homeopathy and a teacher of Internal (Taiji/Qigong) and External martial arts (gong fu and
karate).
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Copyright 2021 - All rights reserved.The contents of this book may not be reproduced,
duplicated or transmitted without direct written permission from the author.Under no
circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. This is only for personal use. You cannot
amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part or the content within this book without
the consent of the author.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this
document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made to
provide accurate, up to date and reliable complete information. No warranties of any kind are
expressed or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of
legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content of this book has been derived from
various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before attempting any techniques
outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances
is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred as a result of the
use of information contained within this document, including, but not limited to, —errors,
omissions, or inaccuracies.!"#$%&'()*(+($,-.///Thanks and appreciation to Anuja Surve and to
Virginia Kinney for their efforts in getting this book ready for publication and to all my teachers,
colleagues and students who so patiently helped to clarify the ideas and prose of this
manuscript. IntroductionIntroductionChapter One: Introduction to Chinese MedicineYour Body
Responds to Your EnvironmentTrust Your Body to Heal ItselfEach Part in Your Body is
InterconnectedThe Silver LiningMultiple Factors Affect the Balance in Your BodyPhilosophical
Paradigms in Chinese MedicineWu XingYin-YangRelationship Between Chinese Medicine and
Quantum PhysicsYin and Yang’s NatureNeither is wholeAspects are dynamicSummation of the
two creates a wholeOther principles define yin and yangFour AspectsOpposites
InterdependentMutually consumingMutually transformativeFlow of Yin and YangSpirit and
SoulYin and Yang in Mythology and ReligionYin and Yang in Chinese MedicineTheory of Five
ElementsThe Five ElementsWoodFireEarthMetalWaterAssociation Between Five
ElementsSheng or generation cycleKe or controlling cycleOveracting cycleCounteracting cycle
Balancing the ElementsIdentifying the Causative FactorEarthWaterMetalWoodFireWhat is Qi?
Symptoms of Qi DeficiencyLungs Some symptoms include:Digestive systemHeartKidneysOther
symptomsCauses of a Qi DeficiencyConnection Between the Spleen and QiTreating a Qi
DeficiencyNutritional therapiesChinese herbs Lifestyle changesDiagnosing a Qi DeficiencyDoes
Treating a Qi Deficiency Treat Other Conditions?What to Do if You Suspect You Have a Qi
Deficiency or an Excess of Qi?Major Functional EntitiesMajor Functionalities in Chinese
MedicineFive Vital SubstancesJinyeXueShenZang-fuJing-luoDifferences Between Bian Bing
and Bian ZhengPathogenic Factors or Six ExcessesWindColdDampnessDrynessFire and heat



Summer heatHow to Identify a Disharmony Pattern in Chinese Medicine?Eight
PrinciplesYinYangInteriorExteriorHeatColdDeficiencyExcessDisease causesPillars of
DiagnosisInspectionAuscultationPalpationInquiryUnderstanding the Six EvilsWind evil Cold
evilHeat evilSummer heat evilDamp evilDry evilDepression, Grief or SadnessFear and
FrightOverthinking, Worry and PensivenessDepression, Anger and FrustrationJoy, Happiness or
ManiaAnxietyZang Organ FunctionsLungHeartSpleenLiverKidneyRelationship Between Zang
OrgansHeart and spleen Liver and heartHeart and kidneySpleen and lungLung and liverLiver
and spleenSpleen and kidneyLiver and kidneyGallbladderStomachSmall IntestineLarge
IntestineBladderTriple Burner (San Jiao)AcupunctureMoxibustionTui Na MassageScraping or
CuppingChinese HerbsChinese Nutrition Defining AcupunctureHow Does Acupuncture Work?
UsesBenefitsWhat Should You Expect From Acupuncture?RisksThe BasicsThe
HistoryPrinciples of Herbal Medicine TreatmentsTypes of RemediesUse of Chinese Herbal
MedicineBenefits and Scientific EvidenceHistoryMeridians and EnergyQi in The MeridiansThe
12 Regular MeridiansFunctions of The Meridians As a WholeBiological Rhythm and Chinese
MedicineGreat Circuits Structure of The Great CircuitExternal-Internal PairingsLarge intestine
and lungs (metal)Spleen and stomach (Earth)Same Name PairingsLung and spleenStomach
and large intestineLungsLarge IntestineStomachSpleenHeartSmall
IntestineBladderKidneyPericardiumTriple EnergizerGallbladderLiver Helping Your SkinAbout
Your SkinImproving the Production of Elastin and Collagen Through AcupunctureBotox
injections (common side effects)Biomedical collagen injectionsBook Description
ResourcesIntroductionAlthough it is an ancient science, Chinese medicine is being studied with
great interest now. Many people across the globe have begun to rely on the treatment and
principles of Chinese medicine to overcome different illnesses and diseases.This book is for
beginners who can use the information as a guide. The book begins with an introduction to what
Chinese medicine is and its principles before it delves deeper into the foundation of this
study.You will learn more about how the foundation relies on the concepts of qi and yin and yang
to identify any imbalances in the body, which can lead to illness, and disharmony in the energy in
your body. Some organs that play an important role in maintaining your health are the Zang-Fu
organs, this book sheds some light on what these organs are and how you can maintain the
balance of energy in these organs.According to Chinese medicine, the body is a part of the
universe and the energy in the universe. Everything that happens internally and externally
around your body affects the harmony in the body, and this only leads to illness. This book
provides information on what these imbalances are and may be causing them (the six evils). So,
as a beginner, you will obtain a foundation of the information you need about this treatment
method.Thank you for purchasing the book. I hope you enjoy the book and get the information
you are looking for.Chapter One: Introduction to Chinese MedicineChinese medicine
approaches human health in a very different way. This enables you to reach a level of control
and vibrancy like no other method. Chinese medicine can be used to heal your organs. The
philosophy of Chinese medicine is based on the fact that you can apply it throughout your life.



Chinese medicine uses a holistic approach to heal and improve your body. It looks at the laws of
nature, the natural physical response of the nervous system and the environment your body is in.
This helps your body respond to the environment you are in. It does not work alone, but works
with the spirit and mind to help you.In this chapter, we will look at the basic principles of Chinese
medicine.Your Body Responds to Your EnvironmentYour body reacts differently to the
weather, energy and seasons. There is a direct correlation between the environment and your
body’s reaction to it. Have you noticed how you feel when you travel to a different city? How does
your body respond when you are in a different environment? When the season changes, your
body changes, as well. Your body needs different types of nutrition. It is important to learn how to
eat, nourish your body and sleep well, to ensure you relax and restore the functions of your
nervous system.Trust Your Body to Heal ItselfYour body is powerful. Its intelligence is greater
than your brain. Chinese medicine uses tools, such as herbs and acupuncture, to remind the
body about how it should function. Using these methods, you can restore your body’s ability to
perform its functions by reminding it how it works and thrives. As you age, your nervous system
becomes weaker in some areas, but stronger in others. This may lead to deficiencies and
weaknesses, which will lead to improper responses from your nervous system. If you have not
used a muscle in a while, it becomes hard to use it again. For instance, when you don’t exercise
after months, your muscles will not cooperate. The same thing happens to your nervous system.
It will become flabby and weak until you learn to use it.When you use a foreign object, like an
acupuncture needle to poke the body, you are basically letting it invade your body. When you do
this, your nervous system will wake up to react against the needle. The good thing is that your
body is given a jump-start. The parts of your body that were asleep earlier are now awake.
Therefore, you need to understand that the needles are not changing the way you respond or
react, but stimulating your own body’s system to do this. Your blood will begin to flow throughout
your body, which will regulate and heal you.Each Part in Your Body is InterconnectedThere
are numerous organs in your body, and each organ has a specific function. The organ’s function
affects the surrounding organs. Your brain communicates with the body using signals, but most
people do not know how these signals work when they leave the brain. Let me explain this to
you, so you understand it better. When you need to perform an action, your brain will release a
signal and this signal will travel down your spine. The nerves in the vertebrae receive the signal
and communicate the information to the organs they are attached to. Every organ in your body
has numerous nerves, which connect the extremities. The signals travel from the organs back to
the brain and the roles change.While this happens, your heart also pushes blood throughout the
body. Your blood moves the natural elements and oxygen throughout your body. These elements
ensure your body functions properly. So, how do you think your body will feel if there is an
imbalance? There will be a ripple effect in your body.The Silver LiningChinese medicine relies
heavily on yin and yang. Yin and yang are contrary and opposite forces, and these forces are
interconnected. They have an interdependent relationship. We will look at these forces in further
detail in the next chapter in the book. These forces feed off and depend on each other. For



instance, there is a point during the night when the day enters and vice versa. When the day
turns to night, the silver lining is the sunset. It is only when you understand this that you learn
that everything that happens around you is connected. It is important to find the silver lining or a
fine line to sharpen your sensitivity towards how you respond to different aspects in life. When a
diagnosis is performed in Chinese medicine, the practitioner looks for the yin and yang forces in
your organs, blood, water, and mind.Multiple Factors Affect the Balance in Your BodyAny
external and internal factors can affect your body. The balance of your body can be affected
because of poor nutrition, congenital factors, weather conditions, infections, poisons, trauma
and emotional factors, such as anxiety, sadness, stress, fear, excess joy, loss or anger. It is
important to understand that you can stop, take a break and assess your situation. This helps
you determine what you need to change and listen to your body. It is important to listen to your
body, so you can prevent any imbalances.Chinese medicine looks at the body very differently
compared to Western medicine. In Chinese medicine, the mind, soul, body and environment are
viewed differently. It is only when you realize how profound and deep this theory and philosophy
is that you understand why there is no requirement to perform further. If you rely on Chinese
medicine, you need to understand the root of the issue. Every issue you have is related to an
organ in your body, the energy in your soul and spirit and how your blood flows.Philosophical
Paradigms in Chinese MedicineChinese medicine uses some important ideas from Daoism –
Wu Xing and Yin-Yang.Wu XingWu Xing is one of the most important phases or elements used
in Chinese medicine. It comprises five elements and phases. This theory is based on the Daoist
concept of how there is a cyclical change in the patterns in the cosmos , how they are connected
and how these patterns affect the flow of energy.One can begin to understand Wu Xing through
how the Chinese define or look at seasons. Wu Xing represents the movement of the seasons
from spring to early summer, which then moves to late summer, then becomes fall, then winter
and then back to spring. We will look at this in further detail later in the book.The concept of Wu
Xing is extremely important for Chinese medicine. It is using this theory that one understands the
correlation between different organs in the body, the process followed by different organs and
the flow of energy and blood throughout the body.Yin-Yang
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ResourcesIntroductionAlthough it is an ancient science, Chinese medicine is being studied with
great interest now. Many people across the globe have begun to rely on the treatment and
principles of Chinese medicine to overcome different illnesses and diseases.This book is for
beginners who can use the information as a guide. The book begins with an introduction to what
Chinese medicine is and its principles before it delves deeper into the foundation of this
study.You will learn more about how the foundation relies on the concepts of qi and yin and yang
to identify any imbalances in the body, which can lead to illness, and disharmony in the energy in
your body. Some organs that play an important role in maintaining your health are the Zang-Fu
organs, this book sheds some light on what these organs are and how you can maintain the
balance of energy in these organs.According to Chinese medicine, the body is a part of the
universe and the energy in the universe. Everything that happens internally and externally
around your body affects the harmony in the body, and this only leads to illness. This book
provides information on what these imbalances are and may be causing them (the six evils). So,
as a beginner, you will obtain a foundation of the information you need about this treatment
method.Thank you for purchasing the book. I hope you enjoy the book and get the information
you are looking for.Chapter One: Introduction to Chinese MedicineChinese medicine
approaches human health in a very different way. This enables you to reach a level of control
and vibrancy like no other method. Chinese medicine can be used to heal your organs. The
philosophy of Chinese medicine is based on the fact that you can apply it throughout your life.
Chinese medicine uses a holistic approach to heal and improve your body. It looks at the laws of
nature, the natural physical response of the nervous system and the environment your body is in.
This helps your body respond to the environment you are in. It does not work alone, but works
with the spirit and mind to help you.In this chapter, we will look at the basic principles of Chinese
medicine.Your Body Responds to Your EnvironmentYour body reacts differently to the
weather, energy and seasons. There is a direct correlation between the environment and your
body’s reaction to it. Have you noticed how you feel when you travel to a different city? How does
your body respond when you are in a different environment? When the season changes, your
body changes, as well. Your body needs different types of nutrition. It is important to learn how to
eat, nourish your body and sleep well, to ensure you relax and restore the functions of your
nervous system.Trust Your Body to Heal ItselfYour body is powerful. Its intelligence is greater
than your brain. Chinese medicine uses tools, such as herbs and acupuncture, to remind the



body about how it should function. Using these methods, you can restore your body’s ability to
perform its functions by reminding it how it works and thrives. As you age, your nervous system
becomes weaker in some areas, but stronger in others. This may lead to deficiencies and
weaknesses, which will lead to improper responses from your nervous system. If you have not
used a muscle in a while, it becomes hard to use it again. For instance, when you don’t exercise
after months, your muscles will not cooperate. The same thing happens to your nervous system.
It will become flabby and weak until you learn to use it.When you use a foreign object, like an
acupuncture needle to poke the body, you are basically letting it invade your body. When you do
this, your nervous system will wake up to react against the needle. The good thing is that your
body is given a jump-start. The parts of your body that were asleep earlier are now awake.
Therefore, you need to understand that the needles are not changing the way you respond or
react, but stimulating your own body’s system to do this. Your blood will begin to flow throughout
your body, which will regulate and heal you.Each Part in Your Body is InterconnectedThere
are numerous organs in your body, and each organ has a specific function. The organ’s function
affects the surrounding organs. Your brain communicates with the body using signals, but most
people do not know how these signals work when they leave the brain. Let me explain this to
you, so you understand it better. When you need to perform an action, your brain will release a
signal and this signal will travel down your spine. The nerves in the vertebrae receive the signal
and communicate the information to the organs they are attached to. Every organ in your body
has numerous nerves, which connect the extremities. The signals travel from the organs back to
the brain and the roles change.While this happens, your heart also pushes blood throughout the
body. Your blood moves the natural elements and oxygen throughout your body. These elements
ensure your body functions properly. So, how do you think your body will feel if there is an
imbalance? There will be a ripple effect in your body.The Silver LiningChinese medicine relies
heavily on yin and yang. Yin and yang are contrary and opposite forces, and these forces are
interconnected. They have an interdependent relationship. We will look at these forces in further
detail in the next chapter in the book. These forces feed off and depend on each other. For
instance, there is a point during the night when the day enters and vice versa. When the day
turns to night, the silver lining is the sunset. It is only when you understand this that you learn
that everything that happens around you is connected. It is important to find the silver lining or a
fine line to sharpen your sensitivity towards how you respond to different aspects in life. When a
diagnosis is performed in Chinese medicine, the practitioner looks for the yin and yang forces in
your organs, blood, water, and mind.Multiple Factors Affect the Balance in Your BodyAny
external and internal factors can affect your body. The balance of your body can be affected
because of poor nutrition, congenital factors, weather conditions, infections, poisons, trauma
and emotional factors, such as anxiety, sadness, stress, fear, excess joy, loss or anger. It is
important to understand that you can stop, take a break and assess your situation. This helps
you determine what you need to change and listen to your body. It is important to listen to your
body, so you can prevent any imbalances.Chinese medicine looks at the body very differently



compared to Western medicine. In Chinese medicine, the mind, soul, body and environment are
viewed differently. It is only when you realize how profound and deep this theory and philosophy
is that you understand why there is no requirement to perform further. If you rely on Chinese
medicine, you need to understand the root of the issue. Every issue you have is related to an
organ in your body, the energy in your soul and spirit and how your blood flows.Philosophical
Paradigms in Chinese MedicineChinese medicine uses some important ideas from Daoism –
Wu Xing and Yin-Yang.Wu XingWu Xing is one of the most important phases or elements used
in Chinese medicine. It comprises five elements and phases. This theory is based on the Daoist
concept of how there is a cyclical change in the patterns in the cosmos , how they are connected
and how these patterns affect the flow of energy.One can begin to understand Wu Xing through
how the Chinese define or look at seasons. Wu Xing represents the movement of the seasons
from spring to early summer, which then moves to late summer, then becomes fall, then winter
and then back to spring. We will look at this in further detail later in the book.The concept of Wu
Xing is extremely important for Chinese medicine. It is using this theory that one understands the
correlation between different organs in the body, the process followed by different organs and
the flow of energy and blood throughout the body.Yin-YangThe Daoist concept of Yin-Yang is the
foundation or pillar of Chinese medicine. According to this theory, there are two aspects to every
physical and non-physical being. There is a dark aspect and a bright aspect that describes the
concept that every being has two paradoxical energies or phases. The relationship between yin
and yang is dual, which means that everything in the universe is complementary and connected.
These aspects, however, are opposite to each other. We will look at these details in further detail
in the following chapter. In simple words, every being and non-being is made of both yin and
yang. When it comes to your body, the yin is associated with the lower body while the yang is
associated with the back and upper body.Relationship Between Chinese Medicine and
Quantum PhysicsYou may probably be wondering how something as old and ancient as
Chinese medicine is related to quantum physics and the universe? Chinese medicine is based
on the theory that nothing is separate. This means the models developed in Chinese medicine
are conceptual and basic models on the connection of every entity, being and non-being, in the
universe. People are considered a part of the universe and the continuum, and it is because of
this connection that they are directly affected by everything that happens in the universe.
According to Chinese medicine, human beings are microcosms of the universe, which is the
macrocosm.Western medicine still focuses only on classical or Newtonian mechaniagnosis and
treatment is based on the way a person views the different objects in the environment. Every
object is believed to be separate from its surroundings. The principles of Chinese medicine,
however, have evolved from the concepts of physics. These principles still maintain a quantum
view interesting since what the of both medicine Chinese thought and the universe. This is
extremelyseveral thousand years ago is being understood and studied today by physicists.To
give you a brief background, quantum mechanics is a foundation that is based on the theory that
nature is made up of small scales and units of energy. This energy is in the form of atomic and



subatomic particles. These objects have the characteristics of the particles of light and waves,
and it is hard to explain the function of these objects using classical or Newtonian physics. in
simple words, quantum mechanics states that objects that exist in the physical world also exist
in the space-time continuum. They do not exist only at a specific area at a specified time.The
following excerpt from the book ‘Between Heaven and Earth’ shows how the perceptions of the
world differ between Eastern and Western theorists. The excerpt refers to how these people view
the world and universe they live in:“ Chinese Medicine echoes the logic of quantum physics,
which suggests that we exist in a relative, process-oriented universe in which there is no
1objective” world separable from living subjects. The essential questions cannot be resolved by
measuring static 1things”, rather answers become stories about interactions and relationships.
Within this paradigm contradictions are not only sanctioned but prevail, and truth is purely
contextual. in contrast with our conventional Western tendency to draw sharp lines of distinction,
Chinese thought does not strictly determine the boundaries between rest and motion, time and
space, mind and matter, sickness and health. Chinese medicine transcends the illusion of
separation by inhabiting the reality of a unified field, an interwoven pattern of inseparable links in
a circular chain.”The authors of the book are explaining that we may find a disconnect between
ourselves and the people and environment around us. We may also find a disconnect between
the grains of sand on the beach, the drops of water in an ocean and so on. That said, there is no
way for anybody to physically separate themselves from people or their surroundings. Every
entity, being or non-being, in the universe is only a form of energy. These energies interact with
each other and this is how energy moves throughout the universe. This is something you should
think about when you meditate or perform any exercise. Bear in mind that all is one – the source
of our energy is the universe, and the constant flow of energy is what helps the world maintain
balance.Max Plank said: “Energy and not matter is the fundamental reality of the universe”.David
Long in his paper: ‘Yijing (I Ching) and energy fields’ states : “ One of the most significant
findings of quantum physics is that space is not an empty vacuum or void of nothingness but
rather a giant reservoir of energy or qi. Mass/matter is energy and not just has energy”.Chapter
Two: Understanding Yin and YangI am sure you have heard of the phrase yin and yang
numerous times. As mentioned in the previous chapter, yin and yang is a concept used in
Chinese medicine. In this chapter, we will dive deeper and understand what yin and yang is.
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